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A. The wave-driven lagoon flushing process present at Manihiki and Rakahanga, illustrating the elevated lagoon 
water surface level and the persistent one-way flow across the atoll. B. The tidal flushing process that occurs 
when deep and wide channels connect the ocean and lagoon. Tidal flushing  typically generates oscillating flow 
patterns in the lagoon with the lagoon water surface variations contained within the ocean tide range. 
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Abstract 
The lagoon flushing mechanisms were investigated for the South Pacific lagoon atolls of 
Manihiki and Rakahanga, located in the Cook Island’s northern group. This investigation 
included two research trips to the larger atoll of Manihiki and, during the first visit there, 
Rakahanga was included in the field measurements. 
The key field measurements included for identifying the lagoon flushing process were: 
• centimetre accuracy water surface levels for 
o ocean 
o lagoon 
o inflow and outflow reef tops 
• decimetre per second accuracy currents for inflow and outflow reef tops 
The investigation revealed that the lagoon flushing is driven by ocean waves pumping water 
into the lagoon via those reef tops which face the larger waves. At the same time water will 
usually flow out on the other side of the atoll.  The water level in the lagoon is above the 
ocean at any particular time and the magnitude of the overheight correlates closely with the 
height of the waves on the exposed side. Title page figure A illustrates this process with the 
resulting one-way flow transporting water volume through the lagoon. The quantitative field 
measurements are supported by visual observations of the water level on the inflow reef seen 
to be persistently above the lagoon while, at the outflow reef tops, the water passes through 
critical depth at the atoll edge. Additionally, two simple mathematical models developed 
during the investigation and tested against the field measurements support wave-driven 
flushing, modulated by the ocean tide. Finally, with no true deep reef pass, the wave pumping 
process explains the rapid rise in mean lagoon level that occurs as the wave conditions 
strengthen (second research trip measurements). 
This flushing mechanism in operation at both Manihiki and Rakahanga is qualitativly 
different to tidal flushing, which potentially can increase the mean lagoon water surface 
levels above the mean tidal level through non-linear feeding channel conveyances (from bed 
friction and cross sectional area variations) and rapid changes in storage surface area with 
water level (i.e. tidal flats in estuaries). However, these two processes are unable to lift the 
instantaneous lagoon water surface level above the ocean tide level, as measured at Manihiki 
and Rakahanga. Title page figure B shows qualitatively, the tidal flushing scenario if these 
lagoons were connected to the ocean via multiple deep and wide channels. The lagoon 
dynamics typical of tidal flushing are oscillating flow patterns; lower mean water surface 
levels; large water surface level variations; and water surface level variations are contained 
within the ocean tide variations. 
 
Using field measurements and several simplifying assumptions, the lagoon turn over time 
during average wave energy flux conditions is 50 days. The very best lagoon turn over time 
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from tidal flushing using several very large reef passes is 62 days. With wave pumping being 
significantly more efficient at flushing the lagoon, flushing could be improved by increasing 
the reef top length. At Manihiki, this could be achieved by removing parts of the ancient reef 
situated along the southern coast where the reef crest currently is about 1.5 m above mean sea 
level. The present reef edge should remain undisturbed so as to maintain the current present 
lagoon water level [see Callaghan et al., 2006 for details]. 
The wave pump and tidal flushing processes are not mixable, as the connecting channels 
would short circuit the wave pumped inflow directly out to the ocean, similar to the coastal 
rip cell scenario. Hence, the persistent one-way flow pattern would not be established and 
flushing would be limited to near reef tops. 
 
Keywords: Atoll lagoon flushing; Hydrodynamics; Water quality; Wave pumping; 
Modelling; Wave set-up; Pearl farming. 
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1 Introduction 
Two research trips to the northern Cook Islands (see figure 1) were undertaken from 5th to 
15th February 2004 (the pilot trip) and 23 October to 11 November 2004 (the main trip), with 
collaboration between groups from the University of Queensland, Griffith University and 
University of Neuchatel. Logistical support was provided by the Cook Islands Ministry of 
Marine Resources.  
 
 
Figure 1: Top panel, bathymetric contours of the south-west Pacific Ocean. Bottom panel, inset of northern 
Cook Island group and the Manihiki Plateau. Data source: http://ferret.pmel.noaa.gov/Ferret/. 
The first trip, serving as a pilot study, involved the investigation of wave-driven reef top 
currents, lagoon circulation and stratification and groundwater dynamics. The atoll of 
Manihiki (figure 2) was the location of most of the investigations with a brief two day 
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investigation of nearby Rakahanga atoll (figure 3). The second and more extensive field trip 
had identical aims as the first trip and included repeated measurements and additional 
monitoring based on experience and results from the pilot study. This second research trip 
was, however, limited to Manihiki Atoll. 
a. 
 
b. 
 
 Figure 2: a) Aerial photo of Manihiki atoll looking from the south-east and b) map of Manihiki atoll. 
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a. b. 
  
 Figure 3: a) Aerial photo of Rakahanga atoll looking from the north and b) map of Rakahanga atoll. 
The main atoll of interest is Manihiki, which is located in the northern group of the Cook 
Islands. This lagoon of this atoll is separated from the ocean by its almost continuous reef rim 
with crest elevations ca. 20 cm above MSL. In the lagoon the residents farm black lipped 
oysters for their famous black pearls, the primary income for the islanders. The water quality 
within the lagoon is therefore of great importance to the livelihoods of the locals. Owing to 
the lack of communication with the ocean the flushing of the lagoon water is limited to wave-
driven processes. Many previous studies of the water quality within the lagoon have been 
conducted [e.g., Solomon, 1997] but these paid little or no attention to the processes which 
control the flushing. It is these processes that are the focus of this investigation, with two 
focuses; clear water lagoon dynamics (particularly flushing) and groundwater dynamics. 
The report is arranged as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide background information 
concerning the regional geology and local climate respectively. The monitoring sites and key 
measurements for the two research trips are given in sections 4 and 5. A lagoon flushing 
model was developed using these measurements and has been reported elsewhere in the 
literature [Callaghan et al., 2006]. Finally, a series of appendices are provided containing 
field measurements and additional information relevant for future research trips to Manihiki 
and Rakahanga. 
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2 Geology 
The following paragraph has been paraphrased from Hein et al. [1997]. Manihiki and 
Rakahanga lie along the north-east edge of the 5 × 105 km2 Manihiki plateau, both rising to 
the sea surface from the 1800 m contour of the plateau (see figure 4). The atolls of Manihiki 
and Rakahanga formed during a period of subsidence in the Cretaceous when the summit of 
the Manihiki plateau was near sea level and subsequently subsided about 3 km to its present 
location [Winterer et al., 1974; Jenkyns, 1976]. Seismic studies indicate that the carbonate 
caps of the two atolls are of the order 500 m thick [Hochstein, 1967]. The age of the atolls is 
likely to be similar to that of the plateau, whose basement basalt is estimated to be around 
106 ± 3.5 Ma [Lanphere and Dalrymple, 1976]. 
 
 
Figure 4: Bathymetric map of the Manihiki Plateau [after Gray et al., 1992]. 
Table 1 summarises the physiographic characteristics of Manihiki and Rakahanga atolls with 
Manihiki having substantially larger areas of reef flat, lagoon and land. Rakahanga however, 
has a much larger percentage of land. The Rakahanga lagoon is virtually enclosed with water 
exchange not sufficient for coral growth in the lagoon [Hein et al., 1997]. Radiocarbon dating 
of the coral by Gray and Hein [2005] indicates that the last period of lagoonal coral growth 
was in the early Holocene1. The Manihiki lagoon is unique in that it has numerous islets that 
have developed on top of patch reefs. 
Table 1: Physiographic characteristics and ages of Manihiki and Rakahanga atolls [from Hein et al., 1997]. 
 
Reef flat area 
[km2] 
Lagoon area 
[km2] 
Land 
area 
[km2] 
Percent 
Land % 
Crustal Age 
[Ma.] 
Depth to 
sea floor 
[km] 
Manihiki 8.0 44 5.4 9 ≈ 110 3.0 
Rakahanga 3.9 3.3 3.9 35 ≈ 110 3.0 
                                                 
1 Holocene: the last 10,000 years of Earth’s history 
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Figure 5 shows the stratigraphy of five cores taken from underneath the lagoons of 
Rakahanga and Pukapuka, see figure 1 for location [Gray et al., 1992]. The surface layers are 
made up of predominantly aragonitic coral and coral gravel and unconsolidated sand and silt.  
Of particular interest for the groundwater aspect of this study is the presence of caverns in the 
depth range of 15-25 m sub-bottom which could aid the hydraulic connectivity of the aquifers 
with the ocean and lagoon. However, the observed super-elevation of the lagoon water level 
indicates low connectively. An attempt to hand auger a new observation well beside the 
power station road on Rakahanga was unsuccessful due to the presence of large limestone 
rocks (approximately 10 cm or so in diameter) approximately 1m below the ground surface. 
 
Figure 5: Stratigraphic sections interpreted from drill cores extracted from underneath the lagoons of Rakahanga 
and Pukapuka [from Gray et al., 1992 their figure 4]. 
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3 Local climate measurements 
3.1 Meteorology 
The atmospheric conditions measured by the SOPAC buoy moored in Manihiki lagoon are 
shown in figure 6. A summary of the means, minima and maxima for each property is given 
in table 2. Thompson [1986] provides a summary of Manihiki and Rakahanga climate 
measured from 1937 through to 1951. 
3.1.1 Atmospheric pressure 
The atmospheric pressure was fairly steady for the monitoring periods with a slight semi-
diurnal oscillation of approximately 2 hPa. Although no explanation is given, Thompson 
[1986] states that this is “a regular feature of barograph traces in the tropics throughout the 
year”. A slight increase in pressure was observed during the 10th which then steadily 
decreased until the end of the monitoring period. 
3.1.2 Air and lagoon surface water temperature 
The mean air temperature over the two monitoring periods was 28°C. The air temperature 
variation (between maximum and minimum) is significantly less than the previously 
observed monthly averaged over the period 1937-1951 [Thompson, 1986]. 
The lagoon surface waters had a higher average temperature then the air temperature. The 
average sea surface temperature for the month of February in the Northern Cook Islands is 
28.5°C compared to an annual average of 28.4°C with only a 1.5°C annual variation 
[Thompson, 1986]. 
Table 2: Summary of statistics of atmospheric observations for Manihiki during the monitoring periods [data 
courtesy of SOPAC]. 
Pilot research trip [5th to15th February 2004] 
 Air Pressure Air temp. SST Wind Speed Wind Dir. 
 [hPa] [°C] [°C] [m/s] [°N] 
Mean 1010.6 28.2 29.7 4.4 146 
Minimum 1008.0 25.0 29.4 0.7 27 
Maximum 1013.1 29.5 30.7 8.8 274 
Main research trip [23 th October to 11 th November 2004] 
 Air Pressure Air temp. SST Wind Speed Wind Dir. 
 [hPa] [°C] [°C] [m/s] [°N] 
Mean 1013.0 28.2 29.7 4.4 148 
Minimum 1008.3 23.7 28.7 0.2  
Maximum 1018.0 31.4 32.3 9.5  
 
3.1.3 Wind speed and direction 
Manihiki and Rakahanga lie within an extensive easterly trade wind zone with ship reports 
indicating that nearly 85% of winds blow from the easterly quadrant [Thompson, 1986]. 
During the monitoring periods the wind blew on average at 4.4 m/s predominantly from the 
south-east (mean direction of 146º).  
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Figure 6: Atmospheric data for Manihiki Lagoon [source: SOPAC] for a. Pilot and b. main monitoring periods.  
3.1.4 Rainfall data 
No rainfall data for the monitoring period is available. However, it was observed that what 
rainfall did fall was as a result of brief (10 to 30min) showers, but sometimes there were 
intense rain squalls which were accompanied with marked increases in local winds. 
The “wet” season for the region is from November to April [Thompson, 1986]. 
3.1.5 Wave data 
Due to the hazardous nature of the reef edge, no direct measurement of offshore waves was 
made. Consequently, a combination of satellite and wave hindcasting was used. The 
following two sub-sections provides the information sources for both field trips. 
3.1.5.1 Pilot research trip 
As a consequence, the wave data presented herein has been derived from Jason-1 satellite 
altimetry data courtesy of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory Stennis Space Centre. The 
data is freely available from the world wide web: http://www.ocean.nrlssc.navy.mil.  
Briefly, the Jason-1 satellite is a follow-up deployment to the TOPEX/Poseidon mission and 
can estimate significant wave heights to an accuracy of ±4.2 cm [Anonymous, 2003]. The 
Hsig data shown in figure 7 (top panel) has been extracted from the downloaded data as the 
data footprint closest to Manihiki with each satellite pass. For reference, also plotted in the 
lower panel is the distance between the satellite footprint and Manihiki at the time the data in 
the top panel was extracted.  
From the data in figure 7, the wave climate was relatively steady during the monitoring 
period with a mean wave height (Hsig) of the order 1.8 m and variation range of about 50 cm. 
The mild to moderate wave conditions inferred from the satellite agree with visual 
observations of breaker heights on both Manihiki and Rakahanga not exceeding 2 m or so at 
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the largest. 
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Figure 7: Top: Significant wave height extracted from Jason-1 satellite altimetry data. The data points shown are 
from when the satellites footprint was closest to Manihiki atoll on a given pass of the satellite. Bottom: 
distance from satellite footprint to Manihiki atoll at the time the data shown in the top panel was extracted. 
Wave directions and periods were not available from the satellite measurements and so 
predictions from the Wave Watch III (WWIII) model [Tolman, 1997; 1999] were used. 
Appendix C.4 contains the 12 hourly contour maps of the wave height-direction and period.  
The wave direction was initially from the ENE until 8 February when it began to come more 
from the NE for the next few days. On 13 February the direction again changed to a more 
NNE direction before turning further to the north, remaining from the N for the remainder of 
the monitoring period. The model predictions are consistent with general observations whilst 
on the atolls. Initially the waves were larger on the east coast with an increase in wave 
heights on the west coast observed during the last few days, correlating with the northerly 
swell direction predicted by the model. Predicted wave heights are also consistent with the 
satellite data given in figure 7. 
Inspection of the predicted wave periods revealed a slightly increasing trend from 8 or 9 s 
initially up to 10 to 11 s for the last couple of days. 
3.1.5.2 Main research trip 
The wave hindcast data from the Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model (WWIII) operated by 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was collected. These data are 
listed in table 9 (Appendix D.7 on pages 137—141) and it is shown on figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Deepwater wave hindcasting from Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model. Top panel, root mean square 
wave height (Ho); middle panel, spectral peak wave period (Tp); and bottom panel, spectral peak wave 
direction (θp). 
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4 Monitoring site descriptions 
This section describes the monitoring sites at both Manihiki (section 4.1) and Rakahanga 
(section 4.2) atolls during both the pilot and main research trips. Appendix B (p37) contains 
survey particulars concerning these monitoring sites.  
4.1 Manihiki 
The field monitoring at Manihiki are Tauhunu Village; Te kohutu Channel, Tukao; Tauhunu 
Village North Reef Top; and South-eastern reef top (figure 9). The monitoring sites are 
described in this section. 
 
Figure 9: Manihiki Atoll and the four monitoring sites; Tauhunu Village (section 4.1.1), Te kohutu Channel, 
Tukao (section 4.1.2), Tauhunu Village North reef top  (section 4.1.3) and South eastern reef top, 
Paravae/Atimoono (section 4.1.4) . 
4.1.1 Tauhunu Village 
Figure 10 shows a schematic sketch (not to scale) of the plan location of the instruments and 
survey benchmarks used in the Tauhunu Village water level measurements. The instrument 
configuration consisted of two stilling wells and a pressure transducer (miniTroll) at the 
harbour (figures 44 on page 38 and 11b) site and one stilling well and pressure transducer at 
the lagoon site behind the Ministry of Marine Resources office (figure 11a). The reef top 
stilling well located at the harbour was not continuously monitored due to hazardous access 
(waves and sharks). It gave very similar measurements as the wharf well located 40m to the 
north-east. Table 5 (p45) summaries the location of these three stilling wells. 
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Figure 10: Tauhunu Village survey benchmarks (+) and instrument (●) plan sketch. This figure is not to scale. 
 
 
Figure 11: (a) Tauhunu Village lagoon stilling well, located behind the Ministry of Marine Resources (MMR) 
and (b) the Tauhunu wharf stilling well (pressure transducers located near stilling wells). 
Due to the coral gravel, limestone rock nature of the perimeter rim land, it was not possible to 
install a cross-perimeter rim transect of groundwater monitoring wells and as such a complete 
picture of the watertable profile could not be obtained. However, an existing extraction well 
(figure 12) was used to monitor the groundwater response to the ocean/lagoon forcing by 
comparing its water level with the ocean and lagoon stilling wells at Tauhunu landing. The 
GPS coordinates of each well are tabulated in table 6, Appendix C.1. 
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Figure 12:  Taromi Solomona’s groundwater extraction well used in the monitoring program. 
4.1.2 Te kohutu Channel, Tukao 
Figure 13 is a plan sketch (not to scale) illustrating the Te kohutu channel site near the village 
of Tukao where there were two current meters and two stilling wells. The site is further 
described by the photos in figure 14 and 15 which were taken from E279,672m, 
N8,852,125m looking NW, with figure 15 zooming in on the site. Figure 52 (p42 in  
Appendix B) provides the local benchmark used for the experiments and table 5 (p45 in 
Appendix B) summaries the instrument locations. 
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Figure 13: Te kohutu Channel survey benchmark (+) and instruments (●, stilling well and , CM)  plan sketch. 
This figure is not to scale. See figure 52 on page 42 for the benchmark location. 
 
 
Figure 14: Te kohutu Channel field site panorama photograph, taken from E279,672m, N8,852,125m. 
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Figure 15: Te kohutu Channel instrument layout consisting of two current meters (labelled seaward and lagoon 
ward CM) and two stilling wells (labelled lagoon and channel stilling well). 
 
4.1.3 Tauhunu Village North Reef Top 
Figure 16 provides a sketch (not to scale) of the layout of the Tauhunu village north reef top 
(see figure 9, p10) experimental site which is further described by the photos shown in 
figures 17 through to 20. The instruments deployed at this site were initially two current 
meters which were later supplemented by two stilling wells, one on the reef flat and one in 
the lagoon. The photos in figure 21(a) and (b) are taken looking from the seaward current 
meter to the lagoonward current meter and vice versa respectively. Instrumentation locations 
are provided in table 5 (p45 in  Appendix B). 
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Figure 16: Reef top north of Tauhunu Village, survey benchmark (●) and instrument (●, stilling well and , 
CM) plan sketch. This figure is not to scale. See figure 55 on page 44 for the benchmark location. 
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Figure 17: Panorama photograph of the reef top north of Tauhunu Village, taken from the south western extents 
of the local reef top. The left extent looks seaward and the right extent looks lagoonward. 
 
 
Figure 18: Tauhunu Village north reef top panorama photograph, taken from a rock island to the southeast of the 
local reef top. The left extent looks lagoonward and the right extent looks seaward. 
 
 
Figure 19: Tauhunu Village north reef top panorama photograph, taken from the lagoon well looking westwards 
towards the Pacific Ocean. 
 
 
Figure 20: Tauhunu Village north reef top instrument and reef top arrangement, taken from the south western 
extent of the local reef top. 
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Figure 21: Tauhunu Village north reef top, (a) lagoonward current meter and approaching flow, showing the 
reef top transition from the lagoon to the instrument; and (b) seaward current meter and exiting flow, showing 
the reef top transition from the reef top into the ocean. 
 
4.1.4 South-eastern reef top, Paravae/Atimoono (SERT) 
A sketch (not to scale) of the experimental layout for the south-eastern reef top, 
Paravae/Atimoono (SERT) experimental site (see figure 9, p10) and instrument arrangement 
is shown in figure 22. This site was extensively monitored during the February 2004 field 
trip. The instrument arrangement is illustrated by the photos in figure 23 depicting four 
stilling wells and two current meters near the seaward end of the reef flat and two stilling 
wells near and in the lagoon respectively. Table 5 (p45 in  Appendix B) provides the 
locations of these stilling wells and current meters. Figure 24 illustrates the large coral 
structures traversed by the flow.  
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Figure 22: South-eastern reef top, Paravae/Atimoono (SERT) survey benchmark (●) and instrument (●, stilling 
well and , CM) plan sketch. This figure is not to scale. 
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Figure 23: South eastern reef top, Paravae/Atimoono site. (a) overall instrument set-up viewed from mid way 
along the southern reef top bank; (b) overall set-up viewed from the lagoon end of the southern reef top bank; 
(c) the seaward and (d) the lagoon instruments and naming conventions. 
 
 
Figure 24: South eastern reef top, Paravae/Atimoono site bed roughness. (a) viewed 160m and (b) 50m from the 
wave breaking line (top of photos). The magnitude of reef top friction factor (f) was ca. 0.26 (from 
measurements of water surface gradients and currents). 
4.2 Rakahanga 
Rakahanga (figure 3, p3) has a transect of five existing groundwater wells. It runs from near 
the harbour (Well E), roughly diagonally through the village to Well A on the power station 
road (figure 25). Stilling wells were also installed in the harbour and in the nearby lagoon 
entrance. These five wells had water depth of ca 1 to 2 m.  
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Groundwater well A Groundwater well B 
 
Groundwater well C 
 
Groundwater well D 
 
Groundwater well E 
Figure 25: The five existing groundwater wells used in the monitoring transect, Rakahanga, 13 February 2004. 
Well E was closest to the harbour through to well A on the power station road. See Appendix C.1, table 6 for 
GPS locations of these wells. 
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5 Research trips 
This section provides the field measurements for both trips, starting with the pilot trip and 
followed by the more extensive main research trip. See appendices C and D for additional 
concerning each research trip, appendix E for monitoring equipment and appendix F for a 
summary of the monitoring buoy within the Manihiki lagoon. 
5.1 Pilot research trip 
5.1.1 Ocean Climate 
The ocean tide was measured during the field campaign using a self logging pressure 
transducer located on the reef top near Tauhunu Harbour (see figures 10 and 44 on p11). The 
pressure measurements were converted to an absolute level using stilling well measurements. 
The stilling wells were monitored over approximately one tidal cycle after deployment and 
before removal of the device.  
Figure 26 shows the pressure transducer measurements with and without low-pass filtering 
(cut off period of 3.6 h). The tidal signal measured is semi-dural with tidal range from 25 cm 
to 40 cm. Figures 27 and 28 present the stilling well measurements and the low-pass filtered 
pressure transducer measurements, where the pressure transducer measurements were least 
square fitted to the stilling well data.  The pressure transducer and stilling well data match 
adequately at high tide. However, the pressure transducer data are below the stilling well at 
low tide elevation on the 11 February 2004 and then above on 16 February 2004. 
The lagoon water level was simultaneously recorded using the same procedures. During data 
processing, it became clear that an error had occurred with the survey. The level of the lagoon 
well was in error due to a miscalculation using a “well reading” as a “staff reading”, leading 
to a 0.432 m lifting of the lagoon well. However, no additional survey was obtained to 
confirm this finding (error found after returning to Australia). Further, the stilling well was 
used as a life saving anchorage during the deployment, leading to a vertical shift. These 
errors were partially resolved by setting the lagoon stilling well (see figures 10 and 11) and 
Tauhunu harbour top levels at 2.552 m and 2.374 m respectively for the 10,11/2/04 
measurements and 2.552 m and 2.327 m respectively after 1:00pm on the 16/2. 
Consequently, this data set is suspect. Nevertheless, figure 29 definitely shows the lagoon 
water level being generally above the ocean level.  
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Figure 26: Pressure transducer measurements for Tauhunu Harbour with (dark solid line) and without (light 
solid line) a low-pass filter with a cut-off period of 3.6 hours. 
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Figure 27: The low-pass pressure transducer and stilling well measurements for Tauhunu Harbour on 11 
February 2004. 
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Figure 28: The low-pass pressure transducer and stilling well measurements for Tauhunu Harbour on 16 
February 2004. 
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Figure 29: Water level measurements on an arbitrary datum obtained from the stilling wells located in the 
lagoon (MMR office) and the ocean (Tauhunu harbour) on 11 February 2004. 
5.1.2 Groundwater dynamics 
5.1.2.1 Manihiki 
The observations from all three wells are shown in figure 30. The tidal range in the harbour 
was around 0.5 m compared to around 0.15 m in the lagoon which exhibits a lag of around 
3 h relative to the harbour. Only a slight oscillation of about 3.5 cm was seen in the 
groundwater level. Curiously, the groundwater levels seem to be completely out of phase 
with the lagoon levels and slightly less so with the harbour levels. Interpretation of this lag is 
difficult considering both the lag of three hours between to the two forcing boundary 
conditions and particularly the unknown aquifer configuration.  
The mean groundwater level was elevated above both the mean harbour (approximately 
0.38 m) and mean lagoon (approximately 0.2 m) levels. Without any data on the cross-
perimeter rim watertable profile, accurate estimation of head gradients is not possible. 
Installation of a cross-perimeter rim transect of monitoring wells should be a focus of any 
return investigations. The present mean groundwater level of 0.161 m BM is higher than the 
single reading of -0.179 m (reduced relative to the present BM) at the same well in November 
2001 [Falkland, 2001a]. 
Some interesting anecdotal evidence relating to the significant influence of waves on the 
groundwater level in the well was collected in speaking with the well owner, Taromi 
Solomona. “Papa” Solomona stated that during periods of “large waves” the depth of water 
(above the bottom of the well) was approximately 1.2 m, which converts to a reduced 
groundwater level of approximately 0.86 m relative to our survey BM. This is 70 cm or so 
higher than during the present observations where the waves were of the order 1 m at the 
break point (visual observation). Papa Solomana also noted that during the large waves the 
water in the well became salty. During the present observations, the water in the well 
remained fresh (salt concentration < 0.5 g/L) and was clear in appearance. 
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Figure 30: Observations of ocean harbour, lagoon and groundwater levels, Manihiki, 16 February 2004. See 
Appendix C.1, table 6 for GPS locations of these wells. 
5.1.2.2 Rakahanga 
The observed water levels are shown in figure 31 with the mean lagoon entrance level 
approximately 0.25 m above that in the harbour (approximate MSL). The mean groundwater 
level increased from the two wells closest to the harbour (about 0.37 m to 0.39 m above 
MSL) to the well near the power station road (approx. 0.53 m above MSL) suggesting a 
steady flow from the power station road through to the harbour.  
In order to better view the oscillatory nature of the groundwater levels, figure 32 shows only 
the groundwater levels with an albeit small response to the ocean tides seen. Amplitudes and 
phases were extracted from each of the observed time series and are presented in table 3. The 
two groundwater wells at either end of the transect (wells A and E) exhibit a slightly greater 
(17mm) amplitude than the others.  
Interestingly, despite a similar amplitude to well A, well E exhibits a longer lag behind the 
harbour water levels. Well A had a lag of time of the order 0.71 radians which for the 12.25 h 
semi-diurnal tidal forcing equates to about 1.4 h whereas well E had a lag time of the order 
3.7 h. The complex nature of the geology, particularly the karstic caves mentioned in section 
2 (cf. figure 5), suggests a complex connectivity between ocean and aquifer and requires a 
more detailed investigation before an explanation of the lags can be given.  
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Figure 31: Observations of ocean harbour, lagoon entrance and groundwater levels, Rakahanga, 13 February 
2004. 
 
Table 3: Amplitudes and phases of the first three harmonics extracted from water level data – Rakahanga, 13 
February 2004. Rmω  = harmonic amplitude [m] and φmω = harmonic phase [radians] with m denoting the 
harmonic component. Note the ~ MSL was set by setting the mean of the harbour well to zero. 
 Mean R1ω R2ω R3ω φ1ω φ2ω φ3ω 
 [m ~MSL] [m] [m] [m] [rad] [rad] [rad] 
Harbour stilling well 0.000 0.143 0.008 0.007 0.79 1.77 0.93 
Lagoon entrance stilling well 0.227 0.060 0.006 0.005 1.34 1.63 -0.52 
Groundwater Well A 0.534 0.017 0.002 0.003 1.50 0.29 -0.83 
Groundwater Well B 0.489 0.010 0.002 0.003 1.68 0.65 -0.80 
Groundwater Well C 0.488 0.011 0.003 0.002 1.93 -0.32 -1.25 
Groundwater Well D 0.399 0.010 0.009 0.000 2.30 -0.73 -0.15 
Groundwater Well E 0.382 0.017 0.002 0.001 2.70 -2.97 0.59 
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Figure 32: Observations of groundwater levels, Rakahanga, 13 February 2004. 
Figure 33 shows observations made from groundwater well E by Falkland [2001b] in 
comparison to the sea level observed at nearby Penrhyn atoll. Firstly, the lag between the 
groundwater and sea level peaks is around 4 h which is similar to the 3.7 h measured in the 
present study. Secondly, the amplitude of the ground water fluctuation is of the order 2 cm as 
compared to the 1.7 cm measured in the present study. 
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Figure 33: Comparison of groundwater level in well E with the sea level at Penrhyn , 27 to 28 November 2000 
[from Falkland, 2001b]. (measurements not on the same vertical datum.) 
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5.2 Main research trip 
5.2.1 Mean Sea Level 
An approximate mean sea level (MSL) was estimated by setting the average of the Tauhunu 
Village harbour water levels to zero. This yielded a reduced level of +0.696 m above MSL 
for the harbour benchmark (see Appendix B.2, p38). 
The pressure sensor data presented in this section has been averaged over 10 minute sampling 
bins. 
5.2.2 Summary of measurements 
The following list summarises the measurements made at each experimental site: 
• Tauhunu Village 
o Water levels in the harbour and in the lagoon near the MMR office were 
recorded for the three week period.  
• Reef top to the north of Tauhunu Village 
o Currents measured on 26, 27, 29, 30 October and 2, 3, 4, 6 November 
o Reef top water levels measured on 2, 3, 4, 6 November 
o Lagoon water levels measured on 6 November 
• South-eastern reef top 
o Currents measured on 2, 3 November 
o Water levels measured on 2, 3 November 
o Temperature and conductivity measured on 3 November 
• Te kohutu channel 
o Currents and water levels measured on 25, 26, 27 October 
5.2.3 Tauhunu Village water levels 
Figure 34 shows the time history of water levels from Tauhunu Village harbour (red) and 
lagoon (green) with the daily averaged lagoon water level always lying above mean sea level 
(MSL). This difference peaked at around 0.35 m during the first week (25 Oct), an event that 
correlated with visual observations of large waves at the south-east corner of the atoll. The 
overheight measured here is similar to that measured in the February 2004 field trip with 
corrected survey. Overheight during mild wave conditions approached 0.5 m at low tide and 
reduced to 0.2 m at high tide. 
In the following days wave heights were visually observed to decrease and correspondingly 
the lagoon water levels decreased. Only on some occasions during rising tide levels in the 
ocean did the lagoon and ocean water levels become equal; this affected both reef top current 
directions and magnitudes as will be discussed in the following sections. Note that a 
significant drift occurred with the lagoon pressure transducer from 1 November until the end 
of that deployment (4 November).   
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5.2.4 Tauhunu North reef top currents and water levels 
Figure 35 shows the observed reef top water levels north of Tauhunu Village in comparison 
with those observed in the ocean and the lagoon at the MMR office. The two sites were tied 
in to the same datum (~ MSL) by matching the two lagoon signals (see 6/11/04 in plot). The 
reef top currents are shown in figure 36.  
On four occasions the flow underwent strong switches between inflow and outflow which 
appears to correlate well with the occasions when the head difference between the ocean and 
lagoon water levels is sufficiently small enough to be overcome by the effect of wave 
pumping over the reef. On the contrary, when a large seaward head gradient between the 
ocean and the lagoon exists, a strong outflow occurs. 
5.2.5 Te kohutu channel currents and water levels 
Figures 37 and 38 show the water levels and currents respectively observed at Te kohutu 
channel near the village of Tukao.  
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Figure 37: Water level observations from Te kohutu channel near Tukao Village. 
[dd/mm hh:mm 2004] = [day/month hour:minute 2004]. 
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Figure 38: Current observations from Te kohutu channel near the village of Tukao. Positive currents indicate 
lagoonward flow.  [dd/mm hh:mm 2004] = [day/month hour:minute 2004]. 
5.2.6 South-eastern reef top 
5.2.6.1 Currents and water levels 
Figures 39 and 40 show the water levels and currents respectively observed at the south-east 
reef top. The measurements here show similar trends as at Tauhunu Village North reef top 
where two distinct flow scenarios exist, namely persistent inflow or outflow or an oscillatory 
flow when hydraulic gradients between the ocean and the lagoon approach zero. The first 
scenario of persistent current is explained by significantly larger waves on this side of the 
reef (usually the southern/eastern sector) than on the opposite side (usually the north-western 
side). That is, the large hydraulic gradients generated by the wave pump [Nielsen et al., 1999] 
on the exposed side drive inflow to the lagoon with outflow occurring where the ocean level 
without wave set-up (opposite side) allows gravity to drain the lagoon over the nominal reef 
edge crest level. The oscillatory scenario is expanded by similar wave conditions at both the 
southern and northern atoll reef tops. In this scenario, the temporal variations in wave 
pumping (from wave sets to between wave sets) also generate high frequency oscillations in 
velocity, as seen in the data as noisy velocity measurements. Physically, this is seen in the 
field by the large wave sets generating solitons (figure 41) which propagated past the 
instrumentation followed by water mass surge. 
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Figure 39: Water level observations from the south-east reef top.  
[dd/mm hh:mm 2004] = [day/month hour:minute 2004]. 
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Figure 40: Current observations from the south-east reef top. Positive currents indicate lagoonward flow.  
[dd/mm hh:mm 2004] = [day/month hour:minute 2004]. 
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A B
C D
Figure 41: Typical example of the observed solitons present on the south-east reef top. 
5.2.6.2 Temperature and salinity 
Figure 42 shows the evolution of the temperature and conductivity at a point near the rock 
island (E286,005 m, N8,845,456 m, see figure 22, p15) 96 m lagoonward from well 1 on the 
south-east reef top. The data gap between 11:30 and 13:45 is due to storage limitations of the 
CTD probe. The data show some interesting trends related to the exchange of water between 
the lagoon and ocean via the reef flat.  
In the morning when the flow was steadily lagoonward (cf. figure 40) and the water levels 
were rising (cf. figure 39), both the temperature and salinity are fairly constant at around 
29.8°C and 51.6 mS/cm respectively. In the afternoon, however, there was a steady increase 
in temperature to a peak of 34.2°C at 15:00 and about an hour earlier the conductivity begins 
to drop and falls steadily to a value of 48.3 mS/cm at 16:15. This correlates with an outflow 
across the reef (cf. figure 40) and falling water levels (cf. figure 39). The temperature signal 
is explained by the fact that at the lagoon end of the reef flat there is a large area of shallow 
(< 0.4 m) water which warms during the day with the sun, and when the flow changes to 
outflow the warm water is transported seaward passing the CTD probe. The subsequent drop 
in temperature results from the lack of heating of the shallow water due to the setting of the 
sun. 
The corresponding drop in conductivity however is not as easily explained. One possible 
explanation is that the conductivity of the lagoon water was lower than the sea water. 
Unfortunately these values were not measured. 
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Figure 42: Temperature-salinity evolution on the south-east reef top, 3/11/04. 
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Appendix B – Surveying 
 
Appendix B.1 – Surveying Level and staff 
The Ministry of Marine Resources levelling equipment (figure 43) was initially used (first 
week).  The bubble on the MMR level for a particular direction would sit centrally; however, 
at 180° to this direction, the bubble would move outside the circle. Three two point tests were 
carried out, where the level was first centrally located between two points 20 m apart and 
then secondly 10 m outside the two points. This effectively results in four sight distances, 3 
by 10 m and one of 30 m, giving two level differences, which indicate the level dipping. The 
following are the results of this test for three different level sets: 
a. Level was adjusted before each reading (to ensure a centrally located bubble), leading 
to 0.800 m/0.79 8m. 
b. Classical method, where the bubble was centrally located initially, leading to 
0.801 m/0.798 m. 
c. Bubble located in the averaged centre, leading to 0.801 m/0.799 m. 
The MMR engineering level is accepted as usable with 10 m to 30 m sights. 
 
Figure 43: Ministry of Marine Resource’s survey equipment. Left, staff and right, engineering level. 
GPS Hand Held Unit 
The GPS hand held unit setting during the trip was Zone 04L, WGS 1984, UTM. 
Benchmark Locations 
Sketches of the instrument and benchmark locations at each experimental site have been 
given previously in section 4. In the following sub-appendix further detailed information for 
each of the benchmarks is given including GPS coordinates and photos. A tabular summary 
of benchmark locations and levels is given in table 4. 
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Table 4: Summary of benchmark locations and levels. All GPS coordinates are relative to Zone 04L, WGS 
1984, UTM.  
Level [m] GPS Location 
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harbour 
BM 
 0.000 0.000 0.705 -11°44'51.36''W 10°25'23.99''S 277216 8847066 
Tauhunu 
sporting 
court BM 
 2.146 2.146 2.851 -11°44'50.79''W 10°25'25.58''S 277338 8847018 
Tauhunu 
Village 
  
  
Tauhunu 
Catholic 
Church 
 1.091 1.091 1.796 -11°44'50.39''W 10°25'26.7''S 277410 8846984 
Te 
kohutu 
Channel 
rock 
island BM 
0.240 0.000 0.240 0.945 -11°46'34.19''W 10°22'38.35''S 279649 8852172 
star picket 
BM 
0.112 0.000 0.112 0.817 -11°44'16.55''W 10°26'20.68''S 285984 8845379 South-
eastern 
reef top 
(SERT) 
  
rock 
island BM 
0.112 -0.024 0.088 0.793 -11°44'17.34''W 10°26'18.51''S 286014 8845446 
rock edge 
BM 1 
-0.137 0.240 -0.137 0.808 -11°45'33.11''W 10°24'8.02''S 277895 8849405 Tauhunu 
Village 
North 
reef pass 
  
rock edge 
BM 2 
-0.137 0.000 0.103 0.568 -11°45'33.11''W 10°24'8.02''S 277896 8849405 
1. Overall Adjustment from Tauhunu Village to MSL is +0.696 m 
 
Appendix B.2 – Western Harbour, Tauhunu 
Figure 10 (p11) provides the plan sketch of Tauhunu Village and Western Harbour and 
shows, Tauhunu benchmark location. Figure 44 shows the western harbour (Tauhunu 
Landing), situated on the western atoll coastline near Tauhunu village. The benchmark is a 
rusting metal reinforcement bar that has become exposed and rounded. The BM is located 
just north of the landing jetty near the shoreline as shown in figure 45 and figure 46 with its 
location and levels provided in table 4. 
 
Figure 44: Western Harbour, Tauhunu panorama photograph, taken from the concrete slab damaged during 
Cyclone Martin. The left edge looks south-west and the right edge looks north-west.  Two stilling wells are 
located in this area along with the Harbour benchmark. See figure 45 on page 39 for the benchmark location. 
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Figure 45: The western harbour benchmark, generally referred to as BM Harbour in survey books. 
 
 
Figure 46: The western harbour benchmark location relative to the boat landing jetty. 
Appendix B.3 – Tauhunu Catholic Church (first building to the south of 
MMR office) 
Figure 10 (p11) provides the plan sketch of Tauhunu Village and Tauhunu Catholic Church 
benchmark location. Figure 47 shows the Tauhunu Catholic Church benchmark located on 
the top stair hard against the most north-western column forming the church (figure 48). The 
Church is located next door to the south of Ministry of Marine Resources (MMR) office 
(figure 49). The location and levels for this benchmark are provided in table 4 on page 38. 
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Figure 47: The Tauhunu Catholic Church benchmark located on the top stair (brown tile with pattern), against 
the most north-western column. 
 
 
Figure 48: The Tauhunu Catholic Church benchmark, the most north-western column viewed from the front. 
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Figure 49: The Tauhunu Catholic Church benchmark (right) and MMR office (left). 
Appendix B.4 – Sporting Court, Tauhunu 
Figure 10 (p11) provides the plan sketch of Tauhunu Village and the Sporting Court, 
Tauhunu benchmark location. Figure 50 shows the sporting court benchmark located at the 
south-eastern corner of the netball court (white lines). Figure 51 provides a close up view of 
the benchmark. The location and levels for this benchmark are provided in table 4. 
 
Figure 50: The Tauhunu sporting court benchmark (corner of the concrete court, indicated by the yellow GPS 
hand unit) and the local meeting place (background, located west of the Cook Islands Christian Church). 
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Figure 51: The Tauhunu sport court benchmark close up, with the concrete level at the end of the GPS unit, 
where the white lines intersect. 
Appendix B.5 – Te kohutu Channel, Tukao 
Figure 13 (p12) provides a sketch plan and figure 52 a photograph looking south-east that 
indicates the spatial location of Te kohutu Channel benchmark relative to the instrumentation. 
The location and levels for this benchmark are provided in table 4. 
 
 
Figure 52: Te kohutu benchmark (star picket driven into the elevated and cemented coral) with Te kuhutu 
channel and instruments. An additional stilling well measuring the lagoon water level is not shown on this 
figure. 
Appendix B.6 – South-eastern reef top star picket, Paravae/Atimoono 
Figure 22 (p15) provides a sketch plan and figure 53 provides a series of photographs looking 
south that indicate the south eastern reef top star picket benchmark location. The location and 
levels for this benchmark are provided in table 4 on page 38. 
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Figure 53: South eastern reef top star picket, Paravae benchmark (star picket driven into the sandy southern reef 
top bank). 
Appendix B.7 – South-eastern reef top southern rock island, 
Paravae/Atimoono 
Figure 22 (p15) provides a sketch plan and figure 54 a series of photographs looking south 
that indicate the natural benchmark for south eastern reef top located on the southern rock 
island. This benchmark is essentially the highest rock nob to the west of the north-eastern 
smooth “bay”, as shown in figure 54. The location and levels for this benchmark are provided 
in table 4 on page 38. 
 
Figure 54: South eastern reef top southern rock island natural (Paravae/Atimoono) benchmark. The BM is the 
highest point on the rock nob highlighted by the red tap. The BM is the highest point near the north-east 
“bay”.  
Appendix B.8 – Tauhunu Village North Reef top 
Figure 55 shows two natural benchmarks for Tauhunu Village north reef top with their 
locations and levels provided in table 4 on page 38. 
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Figure 55: Tauhunu Village North reef top southern rock edge benchmarks. The BM is the highest point on the 
rock nobs highlighted by the green tape. (a) benchmarks view from the lagoon ward current meter and looking 
south-west; (b) benchmark 1 and (c) benchmark 2, located in the first “bay” to the south-east of benchmark 1.  
 
Appendix B.9 – Summary of benchmark locations and levels 
Local benchmarks for each experimental site were installed/selected and used for accurate 
levelling of local instrumentation. The local benchmarks were then tied indirectly to the 
Tauhunu Village and MSL datums by fitting local lagoon water level measurements with 
those measured at the MMR office. This assumes that the lagoon water surface is horizontal 
and so the fitting was undertaken for periods when there was little or no wave action in the 
lagoon. Seiching may also limit the accuracy of such an approach as discussed below. 
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Figure 56: Tauhanu Village main cyclone shelter and south-eastern reef pass water surface fluctuations from 
February 2004 field trip. The measurements, being across the short axis of the lagoon, indicate that seiching is 
not a common feature in this data and when seiches are present, they are short lived oscillations with 
amplitudes and periods of the order a few centimetres and 10 minutes. This period is consistent with the 
estimated travel time across the lagoon of a shallow water wave in 20 m depth. 
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Figure 57: An example of a seiche from the measurements present in figure 56. 
During the previous field trip in February, two pressure transducers were located in the 
lagoon on the jetty opposite the main cyclone shelter near the school in Tauhanu Village at 
E277,603 m, N8,847,524 m and at the south-eastern reef top at E285,712 m, N8,845,415 m 
(both in water depths exceeding several meters and located approximately three metres from 
the water surface). When compared, these water surface fluctuations reveal indications of, 
albeit slight, seiching (figure 56). The two instruments were 8.4 km apart and at an average 
lagoon depth of 20 m, a shallow water wave would take approximately 10 minutes to cross 
the lagoon. Figure 57 shows one event during the monitoring period that supports this simple 
analysis. The short period oscillations seen in this data are due to wind waves measured at 
3 m depth (with aliasing due to a 2 minute sampling interval). The stilling well design 
removes these high frequency oscillations and therefore the fitting of lagoon water levels 
measured at each of the various experimental sites to return the local benchmarks to a 
common datum is accurate to within a few centimetres. Table 4 (p38) summaries the assumed 
and estimated datum conversions and benchmark reduced levels. 
 
Appendix B.10 – Instrumentation Survey 
Stilling well top Levels and Instrument Locations 
Table 5 provides the instrumentation survey for the four experimental sites. 
 
Table 5: Summary of instrument locations and levels. All GPS coordinates are relative to Zone 04L, WGS 
1984, UTM.  
&  L o s c r i p t i u n u Level [m] GPS Location 
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harbour 
wharf/jetty/inshore 
stilling well  top 
level 
 0.065 0.065 0.770 161°2'6.52''W 10°25'24.05''S 277208 8847064 
harbour 
reef/offshore 
stilling well top 
level 
 0.424 0.424 1.129 161°2'7.54''W 10°25'24.86''S 277177 8847039 
Tauhunu 
Village 
  
  
lagoon (MMR 
office) stilling 
well top level 
 0.327 0.327 1.032 161°1'58.88''W 10°25'27.42''S 277441 8846962 
lagoon stilling 
well top level 
0.240 -.110 0.130 0.835 161°0'45.01''W 10°22'37.67''S 279655 8852193 
channel stilling 
well top level 
0.240 -.031 0.209 0.914 161°0'45.22''W 10°22'38.48''S 279649 8852168 
lagoonward 
current meter 
    161°0'45.12''W 10°22'38.51''S 279652 8852167 
Te 
kohutu 
Channel 
  
  
  
seaward current 
meter 
    161°0'45.22''W 10°22'38.61''S 279649 8852164 
stilling well 1 top 
level2. 
0.112 0.087 0.199 0.904 160°57'14.52''W 10°26'17.81''S 286101 8845468 
stilling well 2 top 
level3. 
0.112 0.217 0.329 1.034 160°57'15.08''W 10°26'17.84''S 286084 8845467 
stilling well 3 top 
level 
0.112 0.695 0.807 1.512 160°57'15.73''W 10°26'17.8''S 286064 8845468 
stilling well 4 top 
level 
0.112 0.502 0.614 1.319 160°57'16.03''W 10°26'17.8''S 286055 8845468 
stilling well 5 top 
level, 2 Nov til 3 
Nov @11:54am 
0.112 0.685 0.797 1.502 160°57'25.21''W 10°26'18.95''S 285776 8845431 
stilling well 5 top 
level, after 3 Nov 
@11:54am 
0.112 0.533 0.645 1.350 160°57'25.21''W 10°26'18.95''S 285776 8845431 
stilling well 6 top 
level 
0.112 0.161 0.273 0.978 160°57'26.19''W 10°26'18.88''S 285746 8845433 
lagoonward 
current meter 
    160°57'16.92''W 10°26'17.8''S 286028 8845468 
South-
eastern 
reef top 
(SERT) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
seaward current 
meter 
    160°57'16.36''W 10°26'17.73''S 286045 8845470 
Stilling well  top 
level co-located 
with the seaward 
current meter 
-.137 0.736 0.599 1.304 161°1'43.44''W 10°24'7.11''S 277895 8849433 
Lagoon stilling 
well top level 
-.137 0.978 0.841 1.546 161°1'40.67''W 10°24'11.1''S 277980 8849311 
seaward current 
meter 
    161°1'43.44''W 10°24'7.11''S 277895 8849433 
Tauhunu 
Village 
North 
reef pass 
  
  
  
lagoon current 
meter 
    161°1'43.21''W 10°24'7.27''S 277902 8849428 
1. Overall adjustment from Tauhunu Village to MSL is +0.696 m 
2. 20° lean measured on 3 Nov, morning increased to at least 30° in the afternoon, thus this level is very 
questionable 
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Table 5: Summary of instrument locations and levels. All GPS coordinates are relative to Zone 04L, WGS 
1984, UTM.  
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Appendix B.11 – Chainages by Tape Measure 
• South-eastern reef top, Paravae/Atimoono (SERT) 
o stilling well 1 to 2, 21.20 m 
o stilling well 2 to 3, 18.85 m 
o stilling well 3 to 4, 9.08 m 
o stilling well 4 to seaward current meter, 15.58 m 
o seaward current meter to lagoon ward current meter, 14.32 m 
o stilling well 5 to 6, 31.62 m 
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Appendix C – February 2004 research trip 
Appendix C.1 – GPS coordinates of observation wells 
Table 6: GPS coordinates of water level wells monitored as part of the groundwater investigations on Manihiki 
and Rakahanga 
Manihiki 
Description Latitude Longitude 
Taromi Solomona’s groundwater well 10º25'35.2" 161º02'01.8" 
Tauhunu landing stilling well   
Office MMR Lagoon stilling well   
 
Rakahanga 
Description Latitude Longitude 
Harbour stilling well   
Lagoon entrance stilling well   
Groundwater well A 10°2’01.5” 161°6’2.4” 
Groundwater well B 10°2’59.2” 161°6’3.9” 
Groundwater well C 10°2’58.4” 161°6’4.7” 
Groundwater well D 10°2’55.6” 161°6’6.6” 
Groundwater well E 10°2’53.7” 161°6’8.0” 
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Appendix C.2– Manihiki water level data 
Table 7: Observations of Tauhunu Landing, lagoon and groundwater (Taramoni extraction well) levels – 
Manihiki, 16 February 2004. Time is local time in hours from 00:00, 16/02/2004. RL is the reduced water 
level relative to a local benchmark. 
Tauhunu Landing Lagoon Groundwater 
Time RL Time RL Time RL 
[hours] [m BM] [hours] [m BM] [hours] [m BM] 
7.77 -0.346 7.42 -0.040 7.57 0.176 
8.23 -0.394 8.00 -0.060 8.08 0.181 
8.76 -0.430 8.50 -0.065 8.60 0.181 
9.22 -0.458 9.00 -0.081 9.08 0.176 
9.73 -0.471 9.50 -0.092 9.58 0.176 
10.18 -0.465 10.00 -0.101 10.07 0.171 
10.71 -0.476 10.50 -0.116 10.57 0.171 
11.23 -0.432 11.00 -0.125 11.08 0.166 
11.73 -0.418 11.50 -0.132 11.58 0.166 
12.27 -0.367 12.00 -0.136 12.12 0.161 
12.85 -0.308 12.50 -0.138 12.62 0.161 
13.35 -0.227 13.03 -0.138 13.13 0.156 
13.83 -0.194 13.50 -0.138 13.60 0.156 
14.37 -0.161 14.00 -0.131 14.00 0.156 
14.72 -0.131 14.50 -0.123 14.67 0.151 
15.04 -0.093 14.75 -0.115 15.00 0.151 
15.29 -0.088 15.00 -0.107 15.50 0.151 
15.54 -0.055 15.23 -0.099 16.00 0.151 
15.80 -0.043 15.52 -0.090 16.20 0.151 
16.04 -0.027 15.77 -0.076 16.68 0.156 
16.29 -0.020 16.00 -0.065 17.22 0.151 
16.54 -0.014 16.25 -0.059 17.72 0.151 
16.79 -0.024 16.50 -0.040 18.00 0.146 
17.04 -0.020 17.00 -0.022 18.50 0.146 
17.29 -0.047 17.25 -0.008 19.00 0.156 
17.54 -0.052 17.50 0.002 19.25 0.156 
  17.97 0.010 19.50 0.161 
  18.30 0.012 19.75 0.161 
  18.55 0.017 20.00 0.161 
  18.77 0.017 20.25 0.166 
  19.02 0.012   
  19.27 0.002   
  19.50 0.011   
  19.77 0.000   
  20.02 -0.008   
  20.30 -0.016   
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Appendix C.5 – Research trip journal 
Date Activity 
Thursday, 
5/2 
Arrive. Taken by boat to SW corner of lagoon to the brackish lagoon and walk 
back to Tauhunu (western) village along reef/coastline. Very steep slope in 
coral/gravel “beach face” on SW corner. 
6/2 Tour of lagoon to NW (outflow observed) and SE (inflow, larger waves ~ 1-2 m 
breaker height observed) hoa. The SE hoa between Akamura and Atimoono motus 
is chosen for reef top study. Commence instrument installation (stilling 
wells/current meters) and measurements (rising tide). 
7/2 SE hoa - Full day of measurements (falling and rising tide). 
Sunday, 
8/2 
Rest day. 
9/2 SE hoa – Full day of measurements (High to low tide). 
10/2 NW hoa – Currents only, outflow. (Fred/Nick). West coast harbour vs lagoon 
water levels (Peter/Dave). CTD casts (Christie). 
11/2 SE hoa – Full day of measurements (Low to high tide). Experiment finished, 
instruments removed. 
12/2 Depart for Rakahanga. 
13/2 Install stilling well in harbour and lagoon entrance, monitored for 12.5 hrs. 
Existing groundwater wells (5) used in transect from harbour to pig area on road 
to power station. Afternoon, Christie/Fred lagoon circulation and stratification. 
14/2 Christie/Fred lagoon circulation and stratification. Afternoon return to Manihiki. 
Sunday, 
15/2 
Rest day. 
16/2 Western motu – Harbour/GW/Lagoon monitoring for 12.5 hours. Wave records in 
lagoon for 12 hours.   
17/2 Lagoon – Christie profiles SOPAC “hotspots”. 10:27AM – ground truth test of 
GPS drifter in front of office using 2 x total station triangulation. 
18/2 Cleaning/packing of equipment for shipping. 
19/2 Depart Manihiki for Rarotonga and Australia. 
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Appendix D – October/November 2004 research trip 
The southern reef top is the primary inflow region under wave forcing from the south-western to 
south-eastern quadrant which is recognized as being the prevailing wave direction [Thompson, 
1986]. The northern reef top, under SE waves and high lagoon water levels, experiences a 
predominant outflow, with the outflow occurring via two wide and uninterrupted reef tops. The 
southern inflow reef tops have, however, numerous flow paths blocked by “dead” ancient reef 
crests that are elevated about 1 m above the living coral crest and islands (or Motu). The visual 
site inspections provided in the following two sections reveal that under mild to moderate wave 
conditions, the inflow path width is a fraction of the total width (ca. 10%). However, under large 
waves, the entire width would contribute to inflow when the wave pumping process is able to lift 
the water above this “dead” ancient reef crest level. 
Appendix D.1 and Appendix D.2 describe the eastern and western reaches of the southern reef 
top with Figure 58 showing the two reaches and place names. 
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Appendix D.1 – South Coast, eastern reach site inspection photos 
This inspection was carried out by Peter Nielsen and David Callaghan on 4 November 2004 from 
8:30am to 11:30am. The tour started at Moina iti (most eastern limit) and progressed in a south-
westerly direction to Te roto o Porea (i.e., moving right to left on figure 58a). 
The following notes and photos were collected during this inspection. 
1. Totia to Moina iti, closed to small waves, larger waves will overtop the “dead” coral 
(visually estimated at +1 m higher than the living coral crest located seaward). There was 
an opening at Nukuhiro channel (visual inspection by Peter Nielsen) and to the western 
edge. Sand bar at lagoon/reef top edge also indicates large waves get over the dead coral 
crest, with lagoon wind waves reworking it in this location. These comments are made 
from viewing the reef top from E285,227 m N8,844,422 m. 
2. Moto Tou to Tiri kopu, inflow at 9:05am, wave estimated at greater than south-eastern 
reef top (SERT). Possible site for current measurements in the future. These comments 
are made from viewing the reef top from E283,191 m N8,843,958 m. 
3. West side of Tiri kupu was walked 
a. High land (+4 m MSL, estimated) 
b. Water marks indicating decrease in lagoon water levels (consistent with 
measurements from the previous week) 
c. East of island, very small but insensitive inflow; 
d. Strong flow in easterly channel at E282,833 m N8,843,447 m (2 m wide) with 
pulsation period of 4 minutes. 
e. This side suggests two pumping crests, one at breaker onto reef top and again into 
the lagoon near reef crest, that on average where not eroded sits +1 m above new 
crest level. The shallow water at the end of the strong channel flowed in was 
neutral, unlike the mouth. 
4. From Tiri kopu to Tavahavaha iti, 
a. Reef crest low with some (not 100%) inflow. Near Tavahavaha, constant and 
significant inflow (near fish traps, viewed from E282,000 m N8,843,208 m. 
b. Small concentrated channel (4 m wide, built) at E282,026 m N8,843,165 m. This 
flow was alternating in and out (up to 4 m/s inflow with large wave sets, not as 
strong outflow). 
c. West of E282,004 m N8,843,127 m, the white coral rocks forming the beach to 
the next land mass has 1:3 slope, similar to that seen on the 4 February field trip 
further north. 
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d. Blocked by old high level coral edge west of E281,969 m N8,843,109 m to the 
next land mass. 
5. Reef top east of Te roto o Porea 
a. Western edge at E281,556 m N8,842,996 m; big (diameter 200-300 mm) round 
coral rocks on the western bank about +1m above the lagoon, Peter Nielsen 
suggested they were put there by large waves. 
b. Some inflow occurs, however, this passage is mostly blocked by old coral crest, 
+1 m above the current seaward living coral crest. 
c. Looking through the unbroken wave, coral reef structure offshore shows a 
fingering pattern. 
d. This site is a potential for inflow clean out. 
The following photos, labelled SCSE for south coast, south-eastern half, illustrate this coastline. 
 
Photo SCSE-1: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08706.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-2: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08707.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-3: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08708.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-4: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08709.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-5: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08710.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-6: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08711.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-7: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08712.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-8: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08713.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-9: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08714.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-10: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08715.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-11: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08716.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-12: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08717.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-13: looking between Moina iti and Totia, viewed from E285,162 m, N8,844,254 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08718.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-14: looking between Totia and Putangaroa, viewed from E285,156 m, N8,844,187 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08719.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-15: looking between Totia and Putangaroa, viewed from E285,156 m, N8,844,187 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08720.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-16: looking between Totia and Putangaroa, viewed from E285,156 m, N8,844,187 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08721.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-17: While travelling  to Motu Tou, looking south, also saw some intermediate coral in the lagoon itself, 
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the top +0.2 m (out of the water) looked dead. We did not pull in due to the longshore coral barrier located 
here. (Electronic Name: PB08722.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-18: While travelling to Motu Tou, looking south,  also saw some intermediate coral in the lagoon itself, 
the top +0.2 m (out of the water) looked dead. We did not pull in due to the longshore coral barrier located 
here. (Electronic Name: PB08723.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-19: While travelling to Motu Tou, looking south,  also saw some intermediate coral in the lagoon itself, 
the top +0.2 m (out of the water) looked dead. We did not pull in due to the longshore coral barrier located 
here. (Electronic Name: PB08724.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-20: While travelling from above to Motu Tou, also saw some of NC intermediate coral in the lagoon 
itself, the top +0.2 m (out of the water) looked dead. We did not pull in due to the longshore coral barrier 
located here. (Electronic Name: PB08725.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-21: Motu Tou, viewed from E283,740 m, N8,844,131 m. (Electronic Name: PB08726.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-22: Motu Tou, viewed from E283,740 m, N8,844,131 m. (Electronic Name: PB08727.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-23: Motu Tou, viewed from E283,740 m, N8,844,131 m. (Electronic Name: PB08728.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-24: Motu Tou, viewed from E283,740 m, N8,844,131 m. (Electronic Name: PB08729.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-25: While travelling between Tiri kopu and Motu Tou, at least 50% open, see particularly photos 25 
and 26. (Electronic Name: PB08730.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-26: While travelling between Tiri kopu and Motu Tou, at least 50% open, see particularly photos 25 
and 26. (Electronic Name: PB08731.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-27:  Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,812 m, N8,843,571 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08732.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-28: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,812 m, N8,843,571 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08733.jpg) 
 
MOVIE, SEE ELECTRONIC DATA, Photo SCSE-29: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from 
E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic Name: PB08734.mp4) 
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Photo SCSE-30: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08735.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-31: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08736.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-32: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08737.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-33: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08738.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-34: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08739.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-35: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08740.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-36: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08741.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-37: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08742.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-38: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08743.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-39: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08744.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-40: Tiri kopu, fast and small natural channel, viewed from E282,822 m, N8,843,575 m. (Electronic 
Name: PB08745.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-41: Tiri kopu, west of channel, small gap in the dead ancient reef crest clearly showing the wave 
generated water level set-up occurring over the living coral crest., viewed from E282,822 m, 
N8,843,575 m. (Electronic Name: PB08746.jpg) 
 
 
Photo SCSE-42: Hakari manu, showing closed and high dead ancient reef crest, viewed from E282,680 m, 
N8,843,647 m. (Electronic Name: PB08753.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-43: Hakari manu, showing closed and high dead ancient reef crest, viewed from E282,680 m, 
N8,843,647 m. (Electronic Name: PB08754.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-44: Hakari manu, showing closed and high dead ancient reef crest, viewed from E282,680 m, 
N8,843,647 m. (Electronic Name: PB08755.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-45: Hakari manu, showing closed and high dead ancient reef crest, viewed from E282,680 m, 
N8,843,647 m. (Electronic Name: PB08756.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-46: Tavahavaha (rahi to iti), fast, small and man made natural channel, viewed from E282,025 m, 
N8,843,163 m. (Electronic Name: PB08757.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-47: Tavahavaha (rahi to iti), fast, small and man made natural channel, viewed from E282,025 m, 
N8,843,163 m. (Electronic Name: PB08758.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-48: Tavahavaha (rahi to iti), fast, small and man made natural channel, viewed from E282,025 m, 
N8,843,163 m. (Electronic Name: PB08759.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-49: Tavahavaha (rahi to iti), fast, small and man made natural channel, viewed from E282,025 m, 
N8,843,163 m. (Electronic Name: PB08760.jpg) 
 
MOVIE, SEE ELECTRONIC DATA, Photo SCSE-50: Tavahavaha (rahi to iti), fast, small and man made natural 
channel, viewed from E282,025m, N8,843,163m. (Electronic Name: PB08761.mp4) 
 
Photo SCSE-51: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08762.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-52: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08763.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-53: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08764.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-54: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021m, N8,843,146m. (Electronic Name: PB08765.jpg) 
 
MOVIE, SEE ELECTRONIC DATA, Photo SCSE-55: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from 
Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from E282,021m, N8,843,146m. (Electronic Name: PB08766.mp4) 
 
MOVIE, SEE ELECTRONIC DATA, Photo SCSE-56: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from 
Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from E282,021m, N8,843,146m. (Electronic Name: PB08767.mp4) 
 
Photo SCSE-57: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08768.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-58: Looking along the coast at the old ancient reef crest from Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08769.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-59: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08770.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-59: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08771.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-60: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08772.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-61: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08773.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-62: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), viewed from 
E282,021 m, N8,843,146 m. (Electronic Name: PB08774.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-63: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), however, 
this may already be a strong flow location (inflow on the 8Nov@4:00pm observed), viewed from 
E281,886 m, N8,843,079 m. (Electronic Name: PB08775.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-64: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), however, 
this may already be a strong flow location (inflow on the 8Nov@4:00pm observed), viewed from 
E281,886 m, N8,843,079 m. (Electronic Name: PB08776.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-65: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), however, 
this may already be a strong flow location (inflow on the 8Nov@4:00pm observed), viewed from 
E281,886 m, N8,843,079 m. (Electronic Name: PB08777.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-66: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), however, 
this may already be a strong flow location (inflow on the 8Nov@4:00pm observed), viewed from 
E281,886 m, N8,843,079 m. (Electronic Name: PB08778.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-67: Potential coral reef clean out location for enhanced inflow, near Tavahavaha (rahi?iti), however, 
this may already be a strong flow location (inflow on the 8Nov@4:00pm observed), viewed from 
E281,886 m, N8,843,079 m. (Electronic Name: PB08779.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-68: Inspection boat (Electronic Name: PB08780.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-69: Shows recent lagoon water surface levels dropped by up to 0.5m, viewed from E281,509 m, 
N8,843,08 2m (east of Te roto o Porea). (Electronic Name: PB08782.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-70: Shows recent lagoon water surface levels dropped by up to 0.5 m, viewed from E281,509 m, 
N8,843,082 m (east of Te roto o Porea). (Electronic Name: PB08783.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-71: Rounded rocks and reef edge rocks, viewed from E281,550 m, N8,843,008 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08784.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-72: Rounded rocks and reef edge rocks, viewed from E281,550 m, N8,843,008 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08785.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-73: Rounded rocks and reef edge rocks, viewed from E281,550 m, N8,843,008 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08786.jpg) 
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Photo SCSE-74: Rounded rocks and reef edge rocks, viewed from E281,550 m, N8,843,008 m. (Electronic Name: 
PB08787.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-75: Rounded rocks and reef edge rocks for clean out, viewed from E281,550 m, N8,843,008 m. 
(Electronic Name: PB08788.jpg) 
 
Photo SCSE-76: Rounded rocks and reef edge rocks for clean out, viewed from E281,550 m, N8,843,008 m. 
(Electronic Name: PB08789.jpg) 
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Appendix D.3 – Research trip journal 
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Initials 
DC-David Callaghan, University of Queensland – d.callaghan1@uq.edu.au 
NC-Nick Cartwright, Griffith University – n.cartwright@griffith.edu.au 
EM-Ellen Milnes, University of Neuchatel – ellen.milnes@unine.ch  
PN-Peter Nielsen, University of Queensland – p.nielsen@uq.edu.au 
PP-Pierre Perrochet, University of Neuchatel – pierre.perrochet@unine.ch 
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11/10/04 
DC - TPS tested for conductivity against standard solution of 2.76 mS/cm @ 25°C, the TPS 
measured 2.76 mS/cm. 
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21/10/04 Friday 
Air Rarotonga flight delayed until 23/10/04  (Saturday). 
Set TB-1 (77), TB-2 (54) to log at 20s (tidal measurements), giving a recording period of 
6.5days, starting on 23/10/04@10:00 am. TB-1 Harbour and TB-2 Lagoon. 
Set BaroTroll to log at 60s, giving a recording period of 20 days (covering the entire field work 
duration), starting on 23/10/04@10:00 am. 
Set TB-1, TB-2, TB-3, BaroTroll and TPS all to Peter Nielsen’s laptop clock. 
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23/10/04 Saturday 
Installed 
1. Harbour offshore stilling well 
2. Harbour offshore pressure transducer (TB1) 
3. Harbour inshore stilling well 
4. Lagoon stilling well (near MMR office) 
5. Lagoon pressure transducer (TB2) 
Surveyed 
1. Harbour offshore at -0.378 m 
2. Harbour inshore at 0.065 m 
3. Lagoon at 0.327 m 
Several attempts at levelling in instruments were done. However, the levelling need redoing as 
the above levels and water level measurements are inconsistent. Outcome, redo this 
levelling but also do a two point check on MMR level. Did get some good results from 
using 10 m equal sight distances from the MMR level, but very slow! The bubble on the 
MMR level for a particular direction would sit centrally, but, at 180° to this direction, the 
bubble would move outside the circle. 
Started tidal measurements, see C:\CookIslands\TripNov2004\Tides\Manihiki tides.xls 
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24/10/04 Sunday 
Undertook north-western reef top crest level survey from “Te kohutu” to “Murihiti”. This survey 
used the Peter Nielsen stilling well/horizon line method (figure 59). 
For measurements and analysis, see C:\CookIslands\TripNov2004\Analysis\Survey\ 
NorthWestReefPastSurvey.xls 
Continued stilling well readings/analysis of the lagoon and harbour inshore instruments. 
PP started developing an analytical model for lagoon flushing. Not sure of details. 
Carried out a partial backup to memory key/flash disk. 
Lagoon
Ocean
Reef top (pass)
Level between pole of known
Measure
1. lagoon well reading
2. eye reading (well)
3. pole height
length and the horizon line
RL@A=Lagoon Tide+[1]-[2]-[3]
A
 
Figure 59: Peter Nielsen horizon line leveling technique. 
The following are points to consider on future trips over and above those raised during the 
planning of this trip. 
1. Safety plan additional risk. 
a. Sharks (not so much being attacked but being pushed into deep and fast travelling water) 
b. Sunburn (much more powerful here, and the 50SPF shirts do not work at this level when 
wet, which is most of the time!) 
c. Walking on coral for large distances, need stiff footwear, much stiffer than reef boots. 
d. Walking/working on reef top pasts, some damager exists, but very minor (similar risks to 
working along a major city road) 
2. Level at MMR is as accurate as the UQ level (see 25/10 notes for the two point test details, 
see below) 
3. Sunday work is possible, but only is a very limited capacity! i.e., only what does not look 
like work! 
Reviewed Christies Greenspan data from the Feb 2004 trip, see C:\CookIslands\TripNov2004\ 
Analysis\PreviousTrip\GreenSpanCrossLagoonPTComparisons.xls, which did not show 
intensive seich, however, did identify an event that matches the shallow water travel time. 
The seich height was ca. 5 cm, may be generated from atmospheric event. 
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25/10/04 Monday 
1. DC – wharf wells all day 
2. PP – lagoon well and analytical solution development 
3. PN – analytical solution development and Te kohutu channel experiment: 
a. 2 current meters 
b. 2 wells 
c. 1 BM 
d. current pumped out the oil from one of the current meters, the other had an air leak. 
e. some reading 
4. PP and PN worked up document file (modelling of Manihiki tides.doc) 
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26/10/04 Tuesday 
PP and DC redid Tauhunu Village survey with Tangi. The results are 
1. Lagoon well as above 
2. Wharf well as above 
3. Harbour reef well corrected to 0.424m with a 1 mm misclose, but still does not make sense 
when used with the data. Will redo with Civil Eng Level 
4. Three two point tests were carried out, over 10 m/10 m/30 m arrangement as follows 
a. Level was adjusted before each reading (to ensure a centrally located bubble), leading to 
0.800 m/0.798 m. 
b. Classical method, where the bubble was centrally located initially, leading to 
0.801 m/0.798 m. 
c. Bubble located in the averaged centre (PP method), leading to 0.801 m/0.799 m. 
Accept that level is usable for 10 m sight lengths and the results obtained by PP and DC on 24/10 
were a combination of long sight lengths and reading (human) errors. 
PN continue reading the wharf and lagoon Tauhunu Village wells. 
DC updated and continued reporting 
PP continue analytical modelling. 
After lunch 
PN and DC fixed Te kohutu channel site, took photos and carried out a survey with local ‘John’ 
as staff man. GPS positions were also recorded. 
PN and DC installed Touhunu north reef pass current meters and took photos (the afternoon 
when the fish trap was full of marlin, 30 or so). 
PP undertook more analytical work plus Touhunu wharf and lagoon well readings 
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27/10/04 Wednesday 
All day recording on Te kohutu channel (DC 6:35am to 1:00pm and PP 1:10pm to 6:30pm) and 
almost full day at Touhunu Village north reef pass (PN 6:30am to 3:40pm, less lunch and 
DC 3:50pm to 6:40pm). 
Some Touhunu lagoon and wharf readings by PP (morning) and PN (afternoon). 
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28/10/04 Thursday 
Pressure transducers were swapped over (NC, EM & DC) and downloaded. Their outputs 
(pressure at 20 s interval) were converted into 10 m readings (DC) and “calibrated” to 
manual readings (NC). 
• TB3 used to replace lagoon 
• TB2 (from lagoon) data downloaded and instrument used to replace the Tauhunu wharf 
pressure transducer. 
• TB1 (from Tauhunu Village) data downloaded and instrument now idle. 
• Downloaded from the BarTroll, atmospheric pressures (instrument is still running). 
NC and EM started some groundwater well locating and did initial salinity measurements. 
PN and PP undertook data entry and analytical model development. 
DC reporting, site descriptions, backup and transferring files for PP. 
DC and PP redid Te kohutu channel survey, confirming the original work. 
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29/10/04 Friday 
Morning 
PN, PP, EM, NC went on an excursion to the SE reef pass, EM and PP measured temperature 
distributions on the reef top and NC and PN did CTD profiling in the lagoon near 
reef/lagoon boundary. 
DC measured reef top currents on the NW reef pass (Tauhunu Village north reef top) including a 
one hour period of 30 s sampling interval. 
Afternoon 
PP and NC, sand column modelling 
PN, analytical modelling of Manihiki tides 
EM, tidal measurements at Tauhunu 
DC, photos processing 
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30/10/04 Saturday 
EM and NC, all day at Tauhunu North reef top measuring currents. 
PP, sand column and Manihiki tidal (analytical) modelling 
DC, lagoon and wharf tidal measurements at Tauhunu and reef top inflow length estimation 
versus wave direction, diary and photo organising.  
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31/10/04 Sunday 
All day in the office, 
PP and NC, sand column modelling 
PN and DC, lagoon modelling 
EM-resting 
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1/11/04 Monday 
Cyclone Martin service day 
Morning, local service 
Afternoon 
PN and DC, lagoon modelling 
PP, NC and EM, no record of their actions 
NC and EM also measuring Tauhunu lagoon and harbour (wharf) wells 
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2/11/04 Tuesday 
Morning 
PN, Tauhunu north current measurements 
EM, Tauhunu wharf and lagoon measurements (water levels) 
NC and DC, a. wave data emails and b. redo wharf to MMR office survey 
PP, modelling 
Afternoon 
All, SERT set-up, survey (NC/DC) and initial WSL (PN, PP & EM). Survey wells 2 through to 6 
(well 1 not ready for surveying), GPS all instruments and tape measured lengths between 
instruments except LCM/W5. See figure 60. 
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Figure 60: Sketch of experimental set-up. 
DC and PN installed a backup pressure transducer at lagoon well, sampling at 20 s (this was the 
instrument later moved to SERT and found to have completely failed, with a incorrect date). 
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3/11/04 Wednesday 
Morning 
PN, Tauhunu north channel 
EM, Tauhunu ocean and lagoon 
PP, DC, NC, SERT monitoring and survey 
Afternoon 
NC, Tauhunu north channel monitoring 
PN, Tauhunu ocean and lagoon 
PP, DC and EM, SERT monitoring 
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4/11/04 Thursday 
Morning 
NC, Tauhunu north channel 
PN and DC, exploration of south eastern coast for inflow/outflow. See notes in survey write up 
PP, monitoring SERT 
EM, Tauhunu ocean and lagoon 
Afternoon 
NC, Tauhunu north channel, data entry and reporting (data tables) 
PN, DC, modelling, monitoring, figures and reporting 
EM, PP, sand flume modelling 
2 pressure transducer’s found to be DODGY! 
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5/11/04 Friday 
Morning 
PP and PN leave for Rarotonga. 
DC, removed pressure transducer from SERT. Good pressure transducer installed in harbour and 
other two pressure transducer co-located in lagoon. 
NC, Tauhunu ocean and lagoon 
EM, resting 
Afternoon 
DC, EM, NC, Tauhunu ocean and lagoon, data entry, reporting writing/figures, 150th celebration 
of the church building construction. 
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6/11/04 Saturday 
EM and DC installed lagoon well at Tauhunu Village north reef top, monitored it and the 
previously installed instruments until evening non-stop with variable time spacings used 
when surveying and EM returning for lunch and equipment. 
NC all day monitoring Tauhunu Village wharf and lagoon wells, cleaned up spreadsheets, 
created two directories under tides, old and active. 
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7/11/04 Sunday 
EM/NC/DC monitoring wharf and lagoon wells at Tauhunu Village at half hourly increments. 
DC returned to Tauhunu Village north reef top in the morning to GPS locate features (BM1 and 
BM2, lagoon well) and take photos of the new lagoon well monitored the previous day. 
DC/NC – working up report when physically not taking readings 
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8/11/04 Monday 
EM/NC/DC monitoring wharf and lagoon wells at Tauhunu Village at half hourly increments. 
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9/11/04 Tuesday 
EM/NC/DC monitoring wharf and lagoon wells at Tauhunu Village at half hourly increments. 
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10/11/04 Wednesday 
EM/NC/DC monitoring wharf and lagoon wells at Tauhunu Village at half hourly increments. 
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11/11/04 Thursday 
EM, NC, DC – final farewells at Manihiki and than flight to Rarotonga  
EM – returned home from Rarotonga 
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12/11/04 Friday 
DC, started data analysis report, cleaned up directory structure and added some additional 
information in PP picture directory for future clarity. During this period, also read some of 
SOPAC’s data reports that appear to measure lagoon overheight, but they simply did not 
consider it! 
NC and DC travel to New Zealand 
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13/11/04 Saturday 
This day is missed due to the date line 
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14/11/04 Sunday 
DC, further cleaning of directory structure and additional information in PP and DC picture 
directories, again for future clarity. 
NC and DC Transit, New Zealand, than travelling on to Brisbane 
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15/11/04 Monday 
DC cleans up and returns equipment, loads files back onto the network and creates the final data 
disk. 
 
Appendix D.4 – Deployment of self logging pressure transducers 
• Deployment one 
o 3577 – Harbour to log at 20 s (tidal measurements), 6.5 day life, measurements 
matched generally stilling wells after calibration. 
o 3554 – Lagoon to log at 2 0s (tidal measurements) , 6.5 day life, measurements 
matched generally stilling wells after calibration. 
o 3447 – Atmospheric pressure (barotroll) to log at 60 s, 21 day life (entire trip) 
o 2361 – not deployed 
• Deployment two 
o 2361 – Lagoon to log at 20 s (tidal measurements), 6.5 day life, measurements 
contain errors that are currently not resolved. 
o 3554 – Harbour to log at 20 s (tidal measurements), 6.5 day life, measurements 
matched generally stilling wells after calibration. 
o 3577 – backup harbour and then moved to the SERT site to log at 20 s (tidal 
measurements), 6.5 day life. However, there was a total failure of this instrument 
(internal clock post deployment read 2008 and all 29747 pressure measurements 
which should have taken 6.5 days were completed in 4 days). 
• Deployment three 
o 3554 – Lagoon to log at 20 s (tidal measurements), 6.5 day life. 
o 2361 – Harbour to log at 20 s (tidal measurements), 6.5 day life. 
After considering the errors from 2361 and 3577 (i.e., these two pressure transducers can not be 
trusted) and that the lagoon water level model is driven by waves and the ocean tide, it was 
decided to measure the harbour water levels with the most reliable pressure transducer (3554). 
That is, the harbour pressure transducer was swapped with the lagoon. The worst case scenario 
being that the lagoon continuous pressure measurement fails. However, the model validation can 
easily rely on the manual (discontinuous) stilling well measurements. The same is not true for 
driving the model. To increase the likelihood that continuous measurements are obtained, both 
unreliable pressure transducers were deployed together in the lagoon. During this swapping, only 
3577 was reset. 3554 was removed from the lagoon at 12:00 pm, 5 Nov and installed in the 
harbour at 12:15 pm, 5 Nov. 2361 was removed from the harbour at 12:10 pm, 5 Nov and 
installed in the lagoon at 12:15pm, 5th Nov. 
• Deployment four 
o 3577, downloaded but unable to get it working again, so at this stage, not returned 
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to the lagoon 
o 2361, downloaded and returned to the Lagoon 
Appendix D.5 – Research trip rough costing 
1. Food and accom   
 1.1 Manihiki 4000 ($50 per person per day) 
 1.2 Rarotonga 900 ($90 per night per person) 
 1.3 Rakahanga 1600 ($200 per night per person) 
2. fuel   
 2.1 Manhiki 2540 (three weeks, of which only two was high use) 
 2.2 Rakahanga 500 
comes from Manihiki, allow 100 litres to/from Rakahanga, ie 
$500 
3. Flights   
 
3.1 To/From Rarotonga(OZ) 6300 (5 return trips, estimated from Australia, as PP and EM paid 
for trips from the EU 
 3.2 To/From Manihiki 6220 (5 return trips) 
4. Other Cost   
 4.1 Gifts 300  
 4.2 Star pickets 265 (for 15 on site) 
 4.3 Other meals 200  
 4.4 supplies 350 (sun screen etc) 
Total ≈ $24k. 
Appendix D.6 – Field work plan 
The following was the file work plan used during the October/November 2004 field work. This 
plan was approved by Peter Dux. Following this plan are suggested improvements. 
Field Work Plan 
Department: Civil Engineering 
Supervisors: Dr Nielsen 
Participants: see below  
Location: Manihiki, Cook Islands. (Ministry of Marine Resources, Joanna Anderson: P O Box 
85, Rarotonga, Cook Islands, Ph: 0682 28721, Fx: 0682 29721)  
Departure date and time: 21 October 2004, 9.00 am from UQ 
Return date and time: 15 November 2004, 6 pm at UQ 
Itinerary: Travel to Rarotonga (Air New Zealand) and onto Manihiki (Air Rarotonga). Return by 
same route. 
Accommodation: Cyclone Centre, Manihiki. Meals provided. 
Transport arrangements: Commercial airlines.  
Emergency Procedures: Trained first aid personnel. First aid kit. Contact details for air/sea 
rescue at Ministry of Marine Resources site office on Minihiki.  
Expected weather conditions: Temperature range 30-40°C. Tidal range 0.3 m. Currents up to 
0.5m/s. Long range forecast to be obtained prior to departure 
Insurance: Insurance cover for UQ staff and students is provided. Other participants should 
check with their own institution. 
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Departmental contact: Ms Chris Russell: 07 336 54163/53619 
Activity Hazards Risks Control measures 
Boating 
 
 
 
travel speed too high 
for conditions or 
location 
Low Ministry of Marine Resource 
personnel only to operate the boat.  
On Reef top (or 
reef pass) 
fieldwork 
 
 
 
 
 
Lifting equipment 
Handling sharp objects 
 
Sun exposure 
 
Dehydration 
 
Swimming / in water 
activity 
 
 
 
 
Walking 
around/through coral 
Low 
Low 
 
Very High 
 
Very High 
 
Moderate 
 
 
 
 
 
Very High 
Briefing of personnel 
Trained first aid personnel on site. 
First aid kit on site 
Hats, clothing, sunglasses, sunblock
Provision of drinking water on the 
beach 
Briefing on reef top/pass current 
hazards. Competent swimmers 
only. Surf rescue equipment. 
Dedicated observer. 
Reef boots to be used at all times, 
local guide to brief personnel on 
site specific hazards 
Hazard control measures: see below 
List of Participants: 
 Last Name First 
Name 
Confirmed? Institution 
1 Nielsen Peter YES UQ 
2 Perrochet  Pierre YES University of Neuchâtel (Switzerland) 
3 Cartwright Nick YES Griffith (Gold Coast) 
4 Milnes  Ellen YES University of Neuchâtel (Switzerland) 
5 Callaghan Dave YES UQ 
 
Manihiki Oct-Nov 2004 
List of control measures and safety instructions 
1) Ensure provision of own sun protective clothing. Minimal protective dress requirements are: 
Hat, sunglasses, shirt 
2) Do not attempt to swim against strong currents. Swim sideways to current, signal for help. 
3) Only competent swimmers should work in the water. 
4) Water rescue equipment to be provided at all locations where work may be carried out in 
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water depths greater than waist deep. 
5) Personnel not to work alone in the water. 
6) Reef Boots or equivalent to be used at all times when working near coral 
7) Before working in amongst coral, all personnel must consult the local guide for identification 
of specific coral/marine hazards particular to the working area and surrounds. 
8) No personnel other than Ministry of Marine Resource workers are permitted to operate the 
supplied boat except in emergencies. 
9) All water based leisure activities must comprise of a minimum three persons. 
Approved by HOD: 
Date 
Field plan improvement suggestions 
The following are additional risks identified during field work on Manihiki 
1. coconut falling from the coconut tree. 
a. do not stand/site under coconut trees 
b. always lookup 
c. make other team members aware 
d. sit away from trees as much as possible 
e. individuals should pay particular attention to this risk during high winds; 
however, this risk is also present, i.e., from zero to cyclonic winds 
2. working on reef pass 
a. at high tide, remote viewing equipment should be used to read SW & CM 
(consider this when installing meters) in deep water exposed to wave action 
b. fish/sharks/eels are mostly OK, but keep way from rock fish traps, as these areas 
are where attacks are real; also eels particularly live on/in dead reef edges; sharks 
attacks are rare, but they do occur, so keep out of large fish schools, etc where 
feeding sharks/eels are operating. 
3. Atoll land is made up of coral, which is very hard on shoes etc, so bring good footware 
okay for both reef top/land use; note, reef boots do not offer full protection on the dead 
reef areas. 
Appendix D.7 – Wave Watch III model results  
Table 9: Results from Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model hindcasting for root mean square wave height (Ho); 
spectral peak wave period (Tp); and spectral peak wave direction (θp). 
Time 
GMT LOCAL 
Ho 
[m] 
Tp 
[s] 
θp 
[°N] 
20/10-04 00:00 19/10-04 14:00 1.8 9 130 
20/10-04 03:00 19/10-04 17:00 1.8 9 130 
20/10-04 06:00 19/10-04 20:00 1.8 9 130 
20/10-04 09:00 19/10-04 23:00 1.8 9 130 
20/10-04 12:00 20/10-04 02:00 1.8 9 130 
20/10-04 15:00 20/10-04 05:00 1.8 9 130 
20/10-04 18:00 20/10-04 08:00 1.6 9 130 
20/10-04 21:00 20/10-04 11:00 1.6 9 130 
21/10-04 00:00 20/10-04 14:00 1.6 9 130 
21/10-04 03:00 20/10-04 17:00 1.6 9 130 
21/10-04 06:00 20/10-04 20:00 1.6 9 130 
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Table 9: Results from Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model hindcasting for root mean square wave height (Ho); 
spectral peak wave period (Tp); and spectral peak wave direction (θp). 
Time 
GMT LOCAL 
Ho 
[m] 
Tp 
[s] 
θp 
[°N] 
21/10-04 09:00 20/10-04 23:00 1.6 9 130 
21/10-04 12:00 21/10-04 02:00 1.6 9 120 
21/10-04 15:00 21/10-04 05:00 1.6 11 340 
21/10-04 18:00 21/10-04 08:00 1.6 11 340 
21/10-04 21:00 21/10-04 11:00 1.6 11 330 
22/10-04 00:00 21/10-04 14:00 1.4 11 330 
22/10-04 03:00 21/10-04 17:00 1.4 11 330 
22/10-04 06:00 21/10-04 20:00 1.4 11 330 
22/10-04 09:00 21/10-04 23:00 1.4 10 330 
22/10-04 12:00 22/10-04 02:00 1.2 10 320 
22/10-04 15:00 22/10-04 05:00 1.2 10 310 
22/10-04 18:00 22/10-04 08:00 1.2 10 290 
22/10-04 21:00 22/10-04 11:00 1.2 10 270 
23/10-04 00:00 22/10-04 14:00 1.2 10 330 
23/10-04 03:00 22/10-04 17:00 1.2 10 300 
23/10-04 06:00 22/10-04 20:00 1.2 10 270 
23/10-04 09:00 22/10-04 23:00 1.2 10 240 
23/10-04 12:00 23/10-04 02:00 1.2 10 230 
23/10-04 15:00 23/10-04 05:00 1.2 11 220 
23/10-04 18:00 23/10-04 08:00 1.2 10 220 
23/10-04 21:00 23/10-04 11:00 1.2 10 210 
24/10-04 00:00 23/10-04 14:00 1.2 10 210 
24/10-04 03:00 23/10-04 17:00 1.2 10 210 
24/10-04 06:00 23/10-04 20:00 1.2 10 200 
24/10-04 09:00 23/10-04 23:00 1.2 10 200 
24/10-04 12:00 24/10-04 02:00 1.2 10 180 
24/10-04 15:00 24/10-04 05:00 1.2 10 180 
24/10-04 18:00 24/10-04 08:00 1.4 9 180 
24/10-04 21:00 24/10-04 11:00 1.4 9 180 
25/10-04 00:00 24/10-04 14:00 1.4 9 180 
25/10-04 03:00 24/10-04 17:00 1.4 9 180 
25/10-04 06:00 24/10-04 20:00 1.6 9 180 
25/10-04 09:00 24/10-04 23:00 1.6 9 180 
25/10-04 12:00 25/10-04 02:00 1.8 15 180 
25/10-04 15:00 25/10-04 05:00 2 15 180 
25/10-04 18:00 25/10-04 08:00 2.2 15 180 
25/10-04 21:00 25/10-04 11:00 2.2 15 180 
26/10-04 00:00 25/10-04 14:00 2.4 15 180 
26/10-04 03:00 25/10-04 17:00 2.4 15 180 
26/10-04 06:00 25/10-04 20:00 2.4 15 180 
26/10-04 09:00 25/10-04 23:00 2.4 14 180 
26/10-04 12:00 26/10-04 02:00 2.4 14 180 
26/10-04 15:00 26/10-04 05:00 2.4 14 180 
26/10-04 18:00 26/10-04 08:00 2.4 14 180 
26/10-04 21:00 26/10-04 11:00 2.2 13 190 
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Table 9: Results from Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model hindcasting for root mean square wave height (Ho); 
spectral peak wave period (Tp); and spectral peak wave direction (θp). 
Time 
GMT LOCAL 
Ho 
[m] 
Tp 
[s] 
θp 
[°N] 
27/10-04 00:00 26/10-04 14:00 2.2 13 190 
27/10-04 03:00 26/10-04 17:00 2.2 13 190 
27/10-04 06:00 26/10-04 20:00 2.2 13 190 
27/10-04 09:00 26/10-04 23:00 2.2 13 190 
27/10-04 12:00 27/10-04 02:00 2.2 13 190 
27/10-04 15:00 27/10-04 05:00 2.2 12 190 
27/10-04 18:00 27/10-04 08:00 2 12 190 
27/10-04 21:00 27/10-04 11:00 2 12 190 
28/10-04 00:00 27/10-04 14:00 2 11 110 
28/10-04 03:00 27/10-04 17:00 2 8 110 
28/10-04 06:00 27/10-04 20:00 2 8 110 
28/10-04 09:00 27/10-04 23:00 2 8 110 
28/10-04 12:00 28/10-04 02:00 2 8 110 
28/10-04 15:00 28/10-04 05:00 2 8 120 
28/10-04 18:00 28/10-04 08:00 2 8 120 
28/10-04 21:00 28/10-04 11:00 2 8 120 
29/10-04 00:00 28/10-04 14:00 1.8 8 120 
29/10-04 03:00 28/10-04 17:00 1.8 8 110 
29/10-04 06:00 28/10-04 20:00 1.8 8 110 
29/10-04 09:00 28/10-04 23:00 1.8 8 110 
29/10-04 12:00 29/10-04 02:00 1.8 8 110 
29/10-04 15:00 29/10-04 05:00 1.6 8 110 
29/10-04 18:00 29/10-04 08:00 1.6 8 110 
29/10-04 21:00 29/10-04 11:00 1.6 8 110 
30/10-04 00:00 29/10-04 14:00 1.6 8 110 
30/10-04 03:00 29/10-04 17:00 1.4 8 110 
30/10-04 06:00 29/10-04 20:00 1.4 8 110 
30/10-04 09:00 29/10-04 23:00 1.4 8 110 
30/10-04 12:00 30/10-04 02:00 1.4 8 110 
30/10-04 15:00 30/10-04 05:00 1.4 8 110 
30/10-04 18:00 30/10-04 08:00 1.4 8 120 
30/10-04 21:00 30/10-04 11:00 1.4 8 110 
31/10-04 00:00 30/10-04 14:00 1.4 8 110 
31/10-04 03:00 30/10-04 17:00 1.4 8 120 
31/10-04 06:00 30/10-04 20:00 1.4 8 110 
31/10-04 09:00 30/10-04 23:00 1.4 8 110 
31/10-04 12:00 31/10-04 02:00 1.4 9 120 
31/10-04 15:00 31/10-04 05:00 1.4 9 120 
31/10-04 18:00 31/10-04 08:00 1.4 9 120 
31/10-04 21:00 31/10-04 11:00 1.4 9 120 
01/11-04 00:00 31/10-04 14:00 1.4 9 120 
01/11-04 03:00 31/10-04 17:00 1.4 9 120 
01/11-04 06:00 31/10-04 20:00 1.4 11 120 
01/11-04 09:00 31/10-04 23:00 1.4 11 120 
01/11-04 12:00 01/11-04 02:00 1.4 11 120 
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Table 9: Results from Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model hindcasting for root mean square wave height (Ho); 
spectral peak wave period (Tp); and spectral peak wave direction (θp). 
Time 
GMT LOCAL 
Ho 
[m] 
Tp 
[s] 
θp 
[°N] 
01/11-04 15:00 01/11-04 05:00 1.4 11 120 
01/11-04 18:00 01/11-04 08:00 1.4 9 130 
01/11-04 21:00 01/11-04 11:00 1.4 12 240 
02/11-04 00:00 01/11-04 14:00 1.2 12 240 
02/11-04 03:00 01/11-04 17:00 1.2 12 250 
02/11-04 06:00 01/11-04 20:00 1.2 12 240 
02/11-04 09:00 01/11-04 23:00 1.2 12 240 
02/11-04 12:00 02/11-04 02:00 1.2 12 240 
02/11-04 15:00 02/11-04 05:00 1.2 11 120 
02/11-04 18:00 02/11-04 08:00 1.2 10 130 
02/11-04 21:00 02/11-04 11:00 1.2 9 290 
03/11-04 00:00 02/11-04 14:00 1.2 8 290 
03/11-04 03:00 02/11-04 17:00 1.2 8 120 
03/11-04 06:00 02/11-04 20:00 1.2 8 120 
03/11-04 09:00 02/11-04 23:00 1.2 8 240 
03/11-04 12:00 03/11-04 02:00 1.2 9 240 
03/11-04 15:00 03/11-04 05:00 1.2 13 240 
03/11-04 18:00 03/11-04 08:00 1.2 14 220 
03/11-04 21:00 03/11-04 11:00 1.2 14 210 
04/11-04 00:00 03/11-04 14:00 1.2 14 220 
04/11-04 03:00 03/11-04 17:00 1.2 14 220 
04/11-04 06:00 03/11-04 20:00 1.4 14 220 
04/11-04 09:00 03/11-04 23:00 1.4 13 220 
04/11-04 12:00 04/11-04 02:00 1.4 13 210 
04/11-04 15:00 04/11-04 05:00 1.4 13 210 
04/11-04 18:00 04/11-04 08:00 1.4 14 210 
04/11-04 21:00 04/11-04 11:00 1.6 14 210 
05/11-04 00:00 04/11-04 14:00 1.6 14 200 
05/11-04 03:00 04/11-04 17:00 1.6 14 200 
05/11-04 06:00 04/11-04 20:00 1.8 14 190 
05/11-04 09:00 04/11-04 23:00 1.8 14 200 
05/11-04 12:00 05/11-04 02:00 1.8 14 200 
05/11-04 15:00 05/11-04 05:00 1.8 14 200 
05/11-04 18:00 05/11-04 08:00 1.8 14 200 
05/11-04 21:00 05/11-04 11:00 1.8 14 200 
06/11-04 00:00 05/11-04 14:00 1.8 13 200 
06/11-04 03:00 05/11-04 17:00 1.8 13 200 
06/11-04 06:00 05/11-04 20:00 1.8 13 200 
06/11-04 09:00 05/11-04 23:00 1.8 12 180 
06/11-04 12:00 06/11-04 02:00 1.8 12 170 
06/11-04 15:00 06/11-04 05:00 1.8 11 180 
06/11-04 18:00 06/11-04 08:00 1.8 11 170 
06/11-04 21:00 06/11-04 11:00 1.8 11 140 
07/11-04 00:00 06/11-04 14:00 1.8 11 140 
07/11-04 03:00 06/11-04 17:00 1.8 10 140 
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Table 9: Results from Wavewatch III Ocean Wave Model hindcasting for root mean square wave height (Ho); 
spectral peak wave period (Tp); and spectral peak wave direction (θp). 
Time 
GMT LOCAL 
Ho 
[m] 
Tp 
[s] 
θp 
[°N] 
07/11-04 06:00 06/11-04 20:00 1.8 10 140 
07/11-04 09:00 06/11-04 23:00 1.6 10 140 
07/11-04 12:00 07/11-04 02:00 1.6 10 110 
07/11-04 15:00 07/11-04 05:00 1.6 10 110 
07/11-04 18:00 07/11-04 08:00 1.6 10 120 
07/11-04 21:00 07/11-04 11:00 1.6 10 120 
08/11-04 00:00 07/11-04 14:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 03:00 07/11-04 17:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 06:00 07/11-04 20:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 09:00 07/11-04 23:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 12:00 08/11-04 02:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 15:00 08/11-04 05:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 18:00 08/11-04 08:00 1.4 10 120 
08/11-04 21:00 08/11-04 11:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 00:00 08/11-04 14:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 03:00 08/11-04 17:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 06:00 08/11-04 20:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 09:00 08/11-04 23:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 12:00 09/11-04 02:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 15:00 09/11-04 05:00 1.4 9 110 
09/11-04 18:00 09/11-04 08:00 1.4 9 100 
09/11-04 21:00 09/11-04 11:00 1.4 9 100 
10/11-04 00:00 09/11-04 14:00 1.4 9 100 
10/11-04 03:00 09/11-04 17:00 1.4 9 100 
10/11-04 06:00 09/11-04 20:00 1.4 9 110 
10/11-04 09:00 09/11-04 23:00 1.4 9 110 
10/11-04 12:00 10/11-04 02:00 1.4 9 110 
10/11-04 15:00 10/11-04 05:00 1.4 9 130 
10/11-04 18:00 10/11-04 08:00 1.4 9 120 
10/11-04 21:00 10/11-04 11:00 1.4 9 120 
11/11-04 00:00 10/11-04 14:00 1.4 9 120 
11/11-04 03:00 10/11-04 17:00 1.4 9 120 
11/11-04 06:00 10/11-04 20:00 1.4 9 110 
11/11-04 09:00 10/11-04 23:00 1.4 9 110 
11/11-04 12:00 11/11-04 02:00 1.4 9 120 
11/11-04 15:00 11/11-04 05:00 1.4 9 120 
11/11-04 18:00 11/11-04 08:00 1.4 9 120 
11/11-04 21:00 11/11-04 11:00 1.4 9 110 
12/11-04 00:00 11/11-04 14:00 1.2 9 110 
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Appendix E – Monitoring equipment 
Appendix E.1 – Stilling wells and current meters 
Water levels were monitored manually using clear poly carbonate stilling wells (see figure 61 
(a)). The wells are damped at the bottom to filter out responses to high frequency waves 
according to the linear frequency response function F, 
 ( ) 1
1
F
i T
ω ω= −  (1) 
where ω is the angular frequency of the oscillation, 1i = −  and T is the linear filter time 
constant, set at ca. 100 s. Therefore, the stilling wells reflect the mean water surface over several 
minutes. A measuring tape running from zero at the well top makes it easy to record the water 
level by eye.  
Reef top current velocities were measured using pitot style current meters as shown in figure 61 
(b). The red fluid is extra virgin olive oil with red colouring, the density difference between it 
and the water amplifies the head difference between the two intakes (under water in the photo). 
For this arrangement the calibrated current magnitude, V (m/s) is, 
 1.425V h= Δ  (2) 
where Δh is the head difference between the two manometer tubes in metres. 
 
Figure 61: (a) Stilling well used for manual monitoring of water levels. (b) Pitot style current meters used to 
measure reef top current velocities. 
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Appendix E.2 – Self logging pressure transducers 
Three MiniTroll self logging pressure transducers (water levels) and one self-logging BaroTroll  
(atmospheric pressure) were deployed at varying locations as summarised below. 
 
 
Figure 62: (a) MiniTroll and  (b) BaroTroll pressure transducers deployed to measure ocean and lagoon tidal signals 
and atmospheric pressure continuously. 
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Appendix F– SOPAC water quality monitoring buoy 
 
SOPAC has installed a water quality monitoring buoy, which records:- water and air 
temperatures; salinity; wind; atmospheric pressure; dissolved oxygen; pH; chlorophyll; and 
Spectroradiance-UV-B radiation [Smith et al., 2003]. The buoy’s output can be viewed online at 
http://www.sopac.org/tiki/tiki-index.php?page=Cook Islands Manihiki Buoy. Alternatively, 
Robert Smith (Robert@sopac.org) from SOPAC can provide the data electronically. 
 
 
